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We analyze the correlated motions of hydrogen bonded clusters in liquid hydrogen fluoride,
methanol, and water using the Instantaneous Normal Mode approach. In the case of hydrogen
fluoride and methanol, which form a topologically linear hydrogen bond network, the relevant
cluster is a triplet formed by a molecule and its two neighbors. In the case of water, whose hydrogen
bond structure has a local tetrahedral symmetry, the basic unit considered is the pentamer formed by
a molecule and its four neighbors. For each of these clusters we identify, using symmetry arguments,
the a priori modes describing the relative motions of the cluster molecules and introduce suitable
projections in order to evaluate how much these modes contribute to the actual motions at different
frequencies. In the case of hydrogen fluoride we confirm the assignment of a 50 rad/ps peak
observed in the single and collective correlation function spectra to the stretching of the hydrogen
bonded network. In the case of methanol the analysis of the correlated motions of the triplets shows
that in the intermediate frequency range ~around 25 rad/ps! a picture similar to what is observed in
hydrogen fluoride applies, whereas the high frequency properties of the liquid ~beyond 50 rad/ps!
are mostly due to the asymmetric stretching motion. In the case of water we demonstrate that the a
priori modes, based on the full tetrahedral symmetry of the water pentamer, do indeed mix strongly
under the effect of the interaction with the neighbors. The results are related to the spectroscopic
measurement. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1493775#I. INTRODUCTION
The interest in the physics of hydrogen bonded liquids is
mainly driven by the overwhelming importance of water and
aqueous solutions in various branches of science and tech-
nology, ranging from chemistry and biology to industrial ap-
plications.
These systems are different from simple ~monatomic!
liquids since their structure, as well as the dynamics, is
mostly determined by the anisotropic contributions to the
interaction potential due to the presence of strong directional
bonds. As a matter of fact the local coordination number of
any given molecule is much lower than in simple liquids
~e.g., Ar, where it is of the order of 12!, depending on the
number of hydrogen bonds that one molecule is able to form.
As is well known, at ambient conditions each water molecule
in the liquid state is coordinated, on the average, with other
four hydrogen bonded molecules disposed in a tetrahedral
fashion, and this particular arrangement is thought to be re-
sponsible for some of the ‘‘unusual’’ properties of this liquid,
both from a static1 and dynamic2 point of view.
It is then interesting to investigate whether some peculiar
behavior is also present in other hydrogen bonded liquids
having different hydrogen bond topologies. Among the sim-
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toplest of these systems are hydrogen fluoride and methanol;
for both of them the average coordination number is two and
the hydrogen bond network is formed by long topological
chains.3–6
From the point of view of the dynamical properties, both
of these systems present unusual features in the high fre-
quency part of the spectra of the velocity autocorrelation
function7–11 or the density–density correlation function,12,13
at least when compared with the dynamical behavior of
simple monatomic liquids ~e.g., Lennard-Jones systems!.
In this respect the Instantaneous Normal Mode ~INM!
approach14 is a very interesting tool for understanding the
physical processes underlying the peculiar dynamical prop-
erties. As we shall explain later, this method, based on the
harmonic approximation to the potential energy surface, pro-
vides an exact description of the short-time dynamics of a
liquid. Moreover, from the diagonalization of the quadratic
form which approximates the true potential energy, it is pos-
sible to analyze, at the various frequencies ~the square root of
the eigenvalues! the actual motions of the particles ~given by
the corresponding eigenvectors!.
This interesting feature of the INM approach has been
exploited in some recent studies15–18 by performing suitable
projections of the motions described by the eigenvectors ac-
cording to some a priori behavior. One can then have, from
the corresponding eigenvalues, an indication of the fre-8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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tant.
To the best of our knowledge few papers dealing with
this subject have appeared concerning the study of ionic
melts18 and vitreous systems.17,19
In the case of the systems under consideration we have
already used this method to determine the effects of the hy-
drogen bond on the single molecule dynamics, by splitting
the INM density of states ~DOS! into translational and rota-
tional contributions, which are further separated according to
the single particle motion along relevant directions in the
molecular reference frame.15,16 In the same papers we have
also presented an analysis based on the correlated motions of
pairs of hydrogen bonded molecules.
In the present work we extend this picture to describe the
various contributions to the INM DOS arising from the in-
ternal motions of clusters of hydrogen bonded molecules. In
the case of linear chain forming liquids ~hydrogen fluoride
and methanol! the relevant clusters are formed by triplets of
bonded molecules.
In the case of water we discuss also the more relevant
case of structure of five coordinated molecules ~pentamers!.
The average four neighbors of any molecule can be further
distinguished into two categories. Two molecules ‘‘donate’’
their hydrogen bonds, since their H atoms point toward the O
atom of the central molecule, and the two other molecules
‘‘accept’’ a hydrogen bond each, since the H atoms of the
central molecule point toward their O atoms. In this sense the
hydrogen bonded network can be separated in accepted or
donated triplets and the analysis that we have performed for
linear chain forming liquids can be applied.
This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we briefly
review the Instantaneous Normal Mode theory. We define
also the internal a priori modes of triplets and pentamers and
introduce the projection operators which allow us to investi-
gate to which extent the various a priori modes contribute to
the dynamics at different frequencies. In Sec. III we describe
the simulated system we have used for the analysis, together
with the various numerical methods employed and the defi-
nition of the hydrogen bond used to identify triplets and
pentamers. In Sec. IV we analyze, in terms of the INM, the
motion induced by the presence of the hydrogen bonds at the
level of triplets of coordinated molecules. This analysis is
extended to the case of water pentamers in Sec. V, where we
also compare the results of the full INM analysis with the
projection on restricted modes obtained considering isolated
pentamers only. This allows us to establish to which extent
the internal modes of a pentamer are affected by the interac-
tion with the surrounding environment. In Sec. VI we sum-
marize the results obtained.
II. INSTANTANEOUS NORMAL MODES AND A PRIORI
MODES
Let us denote by qim the mth coordinate of the ith par-
ticle in a given configuration, by d the number of degrees of
freedom of each molecule and N the number of molecules in
the system under consideration. The translational coordinates
of the ith molecules correspond to the index value mDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to51,2,3 and the rotational ones to m54,5,6, the latter value
only for nonlinear molecules. In what follows we have used
as rotational coordinates the angles of rotation around the
instantaneous direction of the principal inertia axes of any
molecule, since this choice has been demonstrated to avoid
the presence of spurious modes.20
The INM approach is based on the following expansion
of the potential energy V around a given configuration q0 :
V~q01dq!5V~q0!2F~q0!dq1 12 dqHdq1fl , ~1!
where F denotes the generalized forces and the matrix H is
the Hessian.
The equations of motion for the displacements dq is then
Tdq¨5F2Hdq, ~2!
where T is the mass matrix of the system. With the choice of
rotational coordinates described above this matrix is diago-
nal, its entries being the total mass and the principal inertia
moments of the molecule.
We can now pass on to the mass weighted coordinates,
defined as
dmim5ATim ,imdqim ~3!
and the equation of motion in these new coordinates is
dm¨5T1/2F2Ddm, ~4!
where
Dim , jn5
Him , jn
ATim ,imT jn , jn
~5!
is now a symmetric matrix whose elements have the dimen-
sion of a squared frequency. If we denote by U the orthogo-
nal matrix such that V25U†DU is diagonal we can define
new coordinates, the Instantaneous Normal Modes,
e5Udm ~6!
whose equation of motion is
e¨5f2V2e, ~7!
where the INM forces are defined as
f5UT1/2F. ~8!
The initial conditions of Eq. ~7! are given by
e~0 !505UT1/2dq~0 !, ~9!
e˙~0 !5v5UT1/2dq˙~0 !, ~10!
where the components of the eigenmode velocities v obey,
due to the equipartition theorem, to the relation,
^vavb&5kBTdab . ~11!
The solution for the ath component is, denoting with
va
2 5Va ,a
2 the squared eigenfrequency,
ea~ t !5
f a
va
2 @12cos~vat !#1
va
va
sin vat . ~12!
We would like to notice that the ath row of the U matrix AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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particles according to the ath eigenmode. Since we need, for
each molecule i a vector describing its center-of-mass dis-
placement according to the ath mode we introduce the quan-
tity,
ui
a5~Ua ,i1 ,Ua ,i2 ,Ua ,i3!. ~13!
The translational and rotational contribution to the DOS,
r~v!5K 1dN (a d~v2va!L ~14!
are given by
rT~v!5K 1dN (a (i51
N
(
m51
3
@Ua ,im#2d~v2va!L , ~15!
rR~v!5K 1dN (a (i51
N
(
m54
d
@Ua ,im#2d~v2va!L , ~16!
respectively. From the normalization of the eigenmodes, it is
easy to see that r(v)5rT(v)1rR(v). In fact inspection of
Eqs. ~15! and ~16! shows that the translational and rotational
projections are just the DOS ~14! weighted with the contri-
bution of the translational or rotational degrees of freedom to
each mode, respectively.
These ‘‘projections’’ can further be extended to investi-
gate the anisotropy of the local environment as a function of
the mode frequency.15 If we denote by wi a vector defined for
each molecule i ~e.g., the direction of one of the principal
inertia axis of the molecule!, we can build the weighted
DOS,
rw~v!5K (
a
(
i51
N
(
m51
3
@Ua ,imwim#2
d~v2va!
dN L . ~17!
If the local environment were isotropic we would expect
rw(v)5rT(v)/3. Since this is not likely to be the case when
dealing with H-bonded systems, due to the strongly direc-
tional bonds, the projections of the translational DOS along
various wi vectors can give a clear picture of how these
bonds influence the dynamics at various frequencies.15
Since expansion ~1! is not performed from a configura-
tion of mechanical equilibrium the Hessian matrix ~and its
mass-weighted form! is not positive definite, not all the
squared eigenfrequencies are positive. In the case of negative
eigenfrequencies the sine and cosine function in Eq. ~12!
must be substituted by hyperbolic sine and cosine, respec-
tively. For these frequencies the displacement described
by the INM approach is an exponential departure from the
given configuration, and this fixes the range of temporal
validity.
As a matter of fact the expansion ~1! cannot hold for an
arbitrarily long time since the study of the dynamical behav-
ior of liquids has to take into account the rearrangement of
the whole structure induced by collisional processes. The
frequency ~or temporal! range of validity of the INM ap-
proach is then to be found in the ‘‘collision frequency’’ be-Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject totween the molecules. At the density typical of liquid systems
the particles are always interacting, however the inverse of
the Einstein frequency can be taken as a measure of the
‘‘time between collisions.’’ 21 As a matter of fact the highest
modulus of the imaginary modes is always found to be of the
same order of the Einstein frequency for both simple22 and
molecular liquids.15,16
In this work we will be mainly concerned with dynami-
cal properties occurring at frequencies of the order of or
higher than the Einstein frequency of the systems under con-
sideration, which is V0.24 rad/ps for methanol, V0
.33 rad/ps for HF, and V0.37 rad/ps for water at the state
points considered, so that our conclusions are hardly affected
by the approximation ~1! to the true interaction potential.
A. The a priori triplet motions
We define a triplet to be composed of a central molecule
(C) and its two hydrogen bonded neighbors to be called,
conventionally, left (L) and right (R).
We show in Fig. 1 the coordinate systems used in the
description of a given triplet, whose molecules are supposed
to be at the vertices of an equilateral triangle. We will see
afterwards what has to be changed if we were to consider the
fact that, in a disordered system such as a liquid, we are not
likely to find molecules in such a symmetric arrangement.
For the left and right molecules we define a unit vector,
cL and cR , respectively, in the direction of the central mol-
ecule. The vector product z5cL3cR , denotes the direction
orthogonal to the plane defined by the three molecules. For
each of the molecules in the triplet we define a vector j i ~i
5L ,R ,C in the case of left, right, or central molecule, re-
spectively! pointing in the direction of the triplet’s center-of-
mass. We further define h i5z i3j i and, for the left and cen-
tral molecules, two unit vectors p i orthogonal to the ‘‘bond’’
direction c i , and lying in the triplet’s plane, p i5z i3c i .
The possible motions of the translational coordinates of
a triplet are described by 9 degrees of freedom and conse-
quently the normal modes of such a cluster can be described
by a set of nine nine-dimensional vectors P(k) which obey
the standard completeness and orthogonality relations. We
use the convention that the first three entries of these vectors
describe the motion of the central molecule of the cluster, the
next three the motion of the left molecule, and the remaining
three the motion of the right one.
Three of these normal mode vectors describe the rigid
translation in the three spatial directions,
P(1)5
1
)
@1,0,0;1,0,0;1,0,0# ,
P(2)5
1
)
@0,1,0;0,1,0;0,1,0# , ~18!
P(3)5
1
)
@0,0,1;0,0,1;0,0,1# ,
while three other vectors describe the rigid rotation of the AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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motions.cluster, with respect to the zC , jC , and hC axis, respectively,
P(4)5
1
)
@hC ;hL ;hR# ,
P(5)5
1
&
@0,0,0;2zL ;zR# , ~19!
P(6)5A23 F2zC ; zL2 ; zR2 G ,
for the symmetric cluster we are considering the last three
vectors describe the internal motions, which can be divided
in symmetric stretching, asymmetric stretching and bending,
given, respectively, byDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toP(7)5PS5
1
)
@jC ;jL ;jR# ,
P(8)5PA5
1
)
@hC ;2cL ;cR# , ~20!
P(9)5PB5
1
)
@2jC ;pL ;2pR# ,
and shown in Fig. 2.
We can now describe how to take into account the fact
that, in liquid configurations, the triplets are not likely to be
found in such symmetric configuration. First of all we notice
that the definition of the c, j, z, h, and p vectors does indeed
depend only on the relative direction between the cluster’sFIG. 2. From left to right: the molecular motion corresponding to the symmetric stretching mode, the asymmetric stretching mode, and the bending mode. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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that the assignment of the internal motions to bending or
stretching depends only on the fact that we are considering
the relative motion of each molecule in the triplets with re-
spect to the others.
From these considerations we deduce that the bending or
stretching character of the modes is preserved even if the
triplet does not possess the full symmetry.
The only problem that arises in the general case is the
fact that the a priori modes that we define analogously to the
symmetric situation are not necessarely orthogonal to the
three translational modes. Any projection on the internal
modes for general triplet will then include also the motion of
the center-of-mass, which we would like to avoid since we
are interested only in the relative motion of the particles.
We have then decided, whenever we will project out a
priori modes on the actual Instantaneous Modes of the sys-
tem, to subtract the center-of-mass motion of the triplet given
by the Instantaneous Mode under consideration.
B. The a priori pentamer motions
The a priori modes of pentamers are described by a
15-dimensional vector. The first three entries represent the
displacement of the central molecule ~which we label as 0!,
and the other twelve denote the displacement of the remain-
ing molecules, which are labeled by the numbers 1–4.
There are essentially four kinds of motion, and we take
their definition from Taraskin and Elliott,17 with only one
change: in our a priori modes we allow the central molecule
to move, and its displacement xi is just the negative of the
sum of the displacements of all the others. The index i here
labels the mode under consideration.
This definition is necessary since the pentamers in a liq-
uid configuration are not expected to have a perfect tetrahe-
dral symmetry. By allowing the central molecule to move we
assure that the a priori motions are orthogonal to the rigid
translations, thus representing only the internal motion.
The a priori pentamer modes are then:
Symmetric stretch: the outer molecules move toward the
central one. This is also known as ‘‘breathing mode’’ and has
degeneracy one,
PS5
1
A5
@xS ;j1 ;j2 ;j3 ;j4# , ~21!
where j i is a unit vector pointing from molecule i toward the
center-of-mass of the cluster.
Asymmetric stretch: two outer molecules move away and
two toward the central one. Its degeneracy is 3,
PA15
1
A5
@xA1 ;j1 ;j2 ;2j3 ;2j4# ,
PA25
1
A5
@xA2 ;j1 ;2j2 ;j3 ;2j4# , ~22!
PA35
1
A5
@xA3 ;j1 ;2j2 ;2j3 ;j4# .Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toBending: Two outer molecules bend ‘‘away’’ and two
‘‘toward’’ each other. Its degeneracy is 3. In the following we
will denote by bi j a unit vector orthogonal to the distance
from the ith molecule to the central one and directed toward
the j th molecule,
PB15
1
A5
@xB1 ;b12 ;b21 ;2b34 ;2b43# ,
PB25
1
A5
@xB2 ;b14 ;2b23 ;2b32 ;b41# , ~23!
PB35
1
A5
@xB2 ;b13 ;2b24 ;b31 ;2b42# .
The last two modes describe Torsion and are given by
PT15C1@xT1 ;2b122b132b14 ;2b212b23
2b24 ;2b342b312b32 ;2b432b412b41# ,
PT25C2@xT2 ;b132b14 ;2b232b24 ;b312b32 ;
2b412b42# , ~24!
where C1 and C2 are normalization contants.
In any of the modes the vector xi corresponding to the
motion of the central molecule, has been built for each pen-
tamer so that the corresponding mode is orthogonal to the
ones describing rigid translation in the three spatial direc-
tions.
C. Projection on the a priori motions
Given the a priori modes discussed in the previous sec-
tion, we can project onto them the actual motion of the clus-
ters ~triplets or pentamers! in the various eigenmodes.
For each cluster C of n molecules we build a
3n-dimensional vector with the displacement of the constitu-
ent molecules relative to the ath eigenmode. If we denote by
Ci the ith molecule (i51fln) of the Cth cluster we define
Ea
(C)5@uC1
a ;uC2
a ; . . . ;uCn
a # , ~25!
where the vectors ui
a describe the center of mass displace-
ment of the ith particle in the ath mode and are given by Eq.
~13! since, according to our definitions, the ath row of the U
matrix contains the normalized mass-weighted displacements
of the particles according to the ath eigenmode.
We also need a vector whose components are the INM
center-of-mass velocities of the same particles moving ac-
cordingly to the ath mode,
V(C)~ t !5@vC1~ t !;vC2~ t !; . . . ;vCn~ t !# , ~26!
where the velocities in the INM framework are given by Eq.
~10!, AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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a
Tim ,im
21/2 Ua ,ime˙a~ t !. ~27!
The mean value of the temporal correlation of the pro-
jection of the velocities onto the P(k) mode is then
kBT
M fk~ t ![nK 1nC (C51
nC
@V(C)~0 !P(k)#@V(C)~ t !P(k)#L ,
~28!
where nC is the number of clusters in a given configuration
and n is a normalizing factor, chosen by the requirement that
(kfk(0)51: n5(nd)21 ~d is the number of degrees of
freedom per molecule!.
Using the solution of the INM dynamics and the statis-
tical independence between the various components of the
velocity, and definining the projection of the INM motion on
the kth mode of pentamer P as
pa
(k ,C)5Ea
(C)P(k), ~29!
we can write the spectrum of the previous Eq. ~28! as
fk~v!5K (
a
N
nnC
(
C
@pa
(k ,C)#2
d~v2va!
6N L . ~30!
This last equation can be directly interpreted as an INM
spectrum weighted with the average projection of the par-
ticles’ motion on the kth a priori mode of the cluster.
III. DETAILS OF THE SIMULATIONS
A. Hydrogen fluoride and methanol
We present the results obtained by molecular dynamics
simulations on model systems. In the case of HF we use the
pair potential developed by Jedlovszky and Vallauri23 and in
the case of methanol the Optimized Potential for Liquid
Simulation ~OPLS! developed by Jorgensen.3
We report in Table I the parameters used in the simula-
tions. We have integrated the equation of motions in the
NVE ensemble, using a time step of 1 fs. The long range
Coulomb interaction between the molecules is taken into ac-
count by a reaction field method with conducting boundary
conditions.
To evaluate the INM, we saved, in the case of methanol,
40 configurations separated by 3 ps each ~these are the same
configurations used in our previous work16! and, in the case
of HF, we saved 70 configurations separated by 3 ps.
In order to identify hydrogen bonded pairs, we have used
the same criterion adopted elsewhere,15,16 namely, two mol-
ecules are considered hydrogen bonded if both of the follow-
ing conditions are met:
TABLE I. Parameters used in the simulation.
Molecule
Number of
particles
Density
~g/cm3!
Temperature
~K!
Hydrogen fluoride 256 1.178 203
Methanol 216 0.8511 200Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to~1! The center-of-mass distance must be ,2.64 Å for HF
and 3.8 Å for methanol ~the first minimum of the center
of mass pair distribution function!;
~2! The interaction energy of the pair must be
,215.0 kJ/mol for HF and 212.6 kJ/mol for methanol.
B. Water
We have simulated a system of 256 SPC/E water mol-
ecules at a density of 1 g/cm3. The integration has been per-
formed with the weak coupling to a heat bath,24 with a preset
temperature of 300 K. We saved 60 configurations separated
by 25 ps each for the INM analysis.
We consider two molecules to be hydrogen bonded if all
of the following conditions are met in the liquid configura-
tions:
~1! the OflH–O angle is ,35°;
~2! interaction energy is ,29.64 kJ/mol;
~3! OflO distance is ,3 Å;
~4! the previous conditions are satisfied during 1 ps trajec-
tory.
From the knowledge of the bonding state between each
pair of molecules we can then extract the various cluster
types. In the case of triplets of hydrogen bonded molecules
we can further distinguish between accepted and donated
triplets.25 In the former case the central molecule accepts two
bonds ~i.e., the hydrogens of the two other molecules point
toward the oxygen atom of the central one!, whereas in the
latter the central molecule donates two bonds ~i.e., its hydro-
gens point towards the oxygen atoms of the other two mol-
ecules!.
In order to clarify the geometry of the various clusters,
we show in Fig. 3 the probability for the angle formed by the
two vectors pointing from the central molecule to the right
and left one, and the probability distribution for the differ-
ence of the bond lengths, measured as the distance between
the center-of-mass of two bonded molecules, both for ac-
cepted and donated triplets.
In the case of donated triplets we notice that the angle is
very close to the tetrahedral one, probably due to the fact that
for the SPC/E model this is the angle between the two hy-
drogens in the water molecule. In the case of accepted trip-
lets the probability function is rather asymmetric and it is
peaked at a value which is 30° less than the ideal tetrahedral
angle.
The distribution of the difference of the bond lengths is
peaked around zero, as expected, and has a pronounced non-
Gaussian shape, with a corresponding standard deviation of
.0.25 Å in both cases.
C. Calculation of the INM
The calculation of the INM has been performed by nu-
merical evaluation of the Hessian matrix, using the formula,
Him , jn5
f im~qjn1h !2 f im~qjn2h !
2h , ~31!
where f im(qjn1h) is the generalized force acting on the co-
ordinate im when the coordinate jn is displaced by an AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of the hydrogen bond lengths between the two outer molecules for accepted ~solid line! and donated ~dashed line! triplets.amount h . We used h51025 Å and we have checked the
accuracy of this choice by the fact that no unusually high
eigenvalues appear and by the presence of three purely trans-
lational modes at zero frequency (61026). The resulting
Hessian matrix ~in mass-weighted coordinates! has been di-
agonalized using standard methods.26
The INM DOS spectra that we have obtained, together
with the translational and rotational contributions are in very
good agreement with other studies appeared in the
literature.27,28
IV. TRIPLET MOTIONS
A. Hydrogen fluoride and methanol
In previous works we have performed an INM analysis
of the local molecular motions involved in the high fre-
quency modes of HF ~Ref. 15! and methanol16 with particu-
lar emphasis on the single particle properties and nearest
neighbor pair correlations. We have been able to conclude
that the high frequency translational modes in HF ~around 50
rad/ps! are indeed due to stretching motions localized on the
H-bond chain structure, and a similar behavior has also been
found in liquid methanol. In the latter case, however, the
hydrogen bond stretching appeared to involve two frequen-
cies: a lowest one at 25 rad/ps, corresponds to a pronounced
shoulder in both the velocity autocorrelation and longitudinal
current correlation spectra, whereas a higher frequency con-
tribution ~above 60 rad/ps! appears in the form of a long tail
~see Ref. 16, and references therein!. We can now shed more
light on the exact kind of motions involved by using the
projection on the triplet modes.
In the case of HF we show in Fig. 4 the projection on the
asymmetric, symmetric stretching and bending modes given
by Eq. ~20!.
We notice that the stretching motions, which are the ones
mostly related to the dynamics ruled by the presence of
strong directional H-bonds, contribute mostly in the high fre-
quency range of the spectrum. Indeed the asymmetric
stretching reaches a maximum around 50 rad/ps, while theDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject tosymmetric stretching reaches a maximum at a slightly lower
frequency ~around 40 rad/ps!. This is consistent with our
previous findings15 that assigned the excitations in this fre-
quency range to the H-bond stretching.
On the other hand the projection on the bending mode
gives the most important contribution at lower frequencies,
reaching a maximum at 10 rad/ps. This is consistent with the
fact that the restoring force for this kind of motion is directed
almost perpendicularly to the H-bond direction and it is
weaker than the one involved in the stretching modes.
We notice, moreover, that the projection on the bending
motion gives the most important contribution to the imagi-
nary modes, being almost twice the sum of the other two
contributions. This means that the molecules are indeed
strongly directionally bonded and that local diffusion mostly
takes place with motions orthogonal to the H-bond direction.
The results for methanol, reported in Fig. 5, indicate a
similar picture. The projection on the bending motion is pre-
FIG. 4. Projection of the INM on the triplet modes for liquid HF. Solid line:
asymmetric stretching; short-dashed line: symmetric stretching; dashed line:
bending. The imaginary frequencies are reported on the negative axis, as
usual. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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rad/ps, and in the imaginary modes region. The projection
along the two stretching modes is anyway interesting. We
notice that the projection on the symmetric stretching has a
maximum at 23 rad/ps followed by a monotonic decrease.
The projection on the asymmetric stretching, that reaches a
maximum at a slightly higher frequency of 25 rad/ps, does
not show that same behavior; indeed the decrease with in-
creasing frequency after its maximum is followed by a pro-
nounced ‘‘bump’’ in the high frequency range. For frequen-
cies higher than 50 rad/ps the projection on the asymmetric
stretching mode is almost twice as big as the projection on
the symmetric stretching.
The picture emerging from these considerations is that,
in methanol, the spectral features in the 25 rad/ps region are
due to the stretching of the hydrogen bond, equally shared, at
the level of triplet correlations, between the asymmetric and
symmetric modes. On the other hand the motions at higher
frequency, beyond 50 rad/ps, are dominated by the asymmet-
ric stretching contribution.
B. Water
We present the projection of the INM on the accepted
and donated triplets in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
The behavior of the three kinds of projections is consis-
tent with the presence of the strong directional hydrogen
bonds. The projection on the bending motion, the one less
effected by the H-bond restoring force, is indeed predomi-
nant at low frequency, where it has a peak at v.13 rad/ps
for both the accepted and donated triplets.
On the other hand the frequency of the maximum in the
projection on the bending mode, 13 rad/ps, coincides with
the frequency where a maximum of the longitudinal current
spectrum has been found for a wave vector k.1 Å21, both
experimentally29 and in computer simulation studies.30 It has
already been argued that this feature could be assigned to the
OflOflO bending motions.31 The present analysis is a clear
confirmation of this hypothesis.
FIG. 5. Projection of the INM on the triplet modes for liquid methanol.
Solid line: asymmetric stretching; short-dashed line: symmetric stretching;
dashed line: bending.Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toThe bending motion is also the predominant contribution
in the imaginary frequency part of the INM spectrum, where
it has a peak at v.210 rad/ps, where also the projection on
the stretching modes exhibits a maximum. Its integrated in-
tensity is 1.5 times higher than the sum of the integrated
intensities of the two other modes and this fact shows that
the bonded molecules diffuse more likely in the direction
perpendicular to the hydrogen bond direction, as might be
expected.
The projections on the symmetric and asymmetric
stretching modes, on the other hand, are the predominant
contribution at high frequencies. In the case of accepted trip-
lets ~Fig. 6! we notice that the projection on the asymmetric
stretching mode has a peak at v.35 rad/ps, whereas the
projection on the symmetric stretching mode is maximum at
v.40 rad/ps. The opposite behavior is observed in the pro-
jection of the donated triplets: the symmetric stretching has a
peak at v.35 rad/ps, which is lower than the frequency of
the maximum of the projection on the asymmetric stretching,
occurring at v.45 rad/ps, probably due to the fact that the
FIG. 6. Projection onto the accepted triplet internal modes. Solid line: asym-
metric stretch; short-dashed line: symmetric stretch; dashed line: bending.
FIG. 7. Projection onto the donated triplet internal modes. Solid line: asym-
metric stretch; short-dashed line: symmetric stretch; dashed line: bending. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Fig. 3!. This result is consistent with previous findings,25
although a different expression for the projection on the in-
ternal modes was used, which, according to the present defi-
nition, turns out to be a superposition of internal and rota-
tional modes.
We notice that the frequency of the maxima of the
stretching modes are in the same frequency range where Ra-
man peaks have been observed experimentally.32–34
A careful inspection of Figs. 6 and 7 shows that the
projection on the bending mode has a significant overlap
with the projection on the two stretching modes. This is due
to the fact that, as already observed, the spatial disposition of
the triplets in the liquid does not possess the perfect triangu-
lar symmetry that we have used to derive the a priori modes
@cf. Fig. 3~a!#. Furthermore, the molecules belonging to a
triplet are coupled with other molecules in the network and
consequently each frequency range contains contributions
from every a priori mode.
Nevertheless the projection on the a priori modes gives
a useful indication of the frequency ranges where the bend-
ing or stretching character of the actual molecular motion is
more pronounced. In particular it can be concluded that the
low frequency molecular motions (v,25 rad/ps) are domi-
nated by a ‘‘bending’’ contribution and the higher frequency
ones by the ‘‘stretching’’ of the hydrogen bond.
We have also projected the INM motions on the rigid
rotation modes of the cluster, and we show the results for
accepted and donated triplets in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively.
The axes of rotation we have chosen are jC which is directed
from the central molecule toward the triplet center-of-mass,
zC which is perpendicular to the plane defined by the three
molecules, and hC which is orthogonal to the previous two
~cf. Fig. 1!.
In this case the difference between accepted and donated
triplets is less evident than in the case of the projection on
the internal modes. All the projections have an imaginary
frequency peak at uvu.10 rad/ps and a real frequency peak
FIG. 8. Projection onto the accepted triplet rigid rotational modes. Solid
line: rotation around the jC vector; short-dashed line: rotation around the hC
vector; dashed line: rotation around the axis perpendicular to the triplet
plane (zC).Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toat v.12 rad/ps. This last finding is consistent with the re-
sults of Ref. 25, where it was pointed out that the spectrum
of the librational motion of the triplets is peaked at 12 rad/ps.
We also notice that in the case of the imaginary modes of
the accepted triplets, the projection on the rotation around
the hC axis is slightly lower than the other two, while in the
case of donated triplets the three projections are almost in-
distinguishable. We wish to point out that the contribution of
the imaginary modes from the projection on the rotational
motions is of the same order of magnitude than the one ob-
served from the projection onto the bending mode. This sug-
gests that diffusion processes are likely to involve a rigid
rotation of the triplet.
V. PENTAMER MOTIONS
As is well known the local coordination number of water
is very near to 4 and the nearest neighbors of a central mol-
ecule are arranged in a tetrahedral structure. It is then natural
to extend the analysis based on the triplets to these kinds of
clusters. The analysis of the pentamer internal motions con-
firms the conclusions reached so far and a more detailed
view of the origin of the vibrational motions will be ob-
tained.
A. Projection on the INM
The projection of the INM onto the internal modes of a
pentamer, according to Eq. ~30!, is presented in Fig. 10.
As is apparent, even if each contribution extends in the
whole range of frequencies, the low frequency region is
dominated by the projection onto the bending and torsion
modes, whereas the projections onto the symmetric and
asymmetric stretching modes contribute mostly in the higher
frequency range, being peaked at v.25 rad/ps and v
.50 rad/ps, respectively.
This detailed separation of the INM DOS gives a further
indication on the origin of the features observed in the pro-
jection on the triplet modes ~cf. Figs. 6 and 7!. The low
FIG. 9. Projection onto the donated triplet rigid rotational modes. Solid line:
rotation around the jC vector; short-dashed line: rotation around the hC
vector; dashed line: rotation around the axis perpendicular to the triplet
plane (zC). AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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is indeed due to the torsion and bending modes of the under-
lying pentamer structure, whose contributions have a peak at
v.13 rad/ps.
On the other hand the two pentamer stretching motions,
which appear in the triplet projection as two superimposed
bands peaked at v.35 rad/ps ~cf. Figs. 6 and 7!, are re-
solved in the pentamers into two separate contributions
peaked at v.25 rad/ps and v.50 rad/ps for the symmetric
and asymmetric stretching, respectively.
We notice, however, that in the high frequency range
there is also a significant projection on the bending and tor-
sion motions, which is comparable to the projection on the
asymmetric and symmetric stretching modes. We believe,
and demostrate in the following, that this behavior is due to
the fact that, in the liquid phase, the vibrational motions of
the pentamers at different frequencies always present a
mixed character, with respect to the a priori modes deduced
on the basis of symmetry considerations. This strong mixing
is mostly due to the interaction of a pentamer with the mol-
ecules in the surrounding environment.
This result could explain why the Raman spectra of wa-
ter do not show distinct peaks related to the a priori motions
expected on the local tetrahedral structure.32 However the
present analysis confirms that the two peaks in the Raman
spectra at low frequency (.12 rad/ps) and at high frequency
(.35 rad/ps) can be assigned to the OflOflO bending
mode and to the OflO stretching motion of the triplets, re-
spectively.
B. Projection on the isolated pentamers
We already stressed that the a priori modes give only an
approximate description of the ‘‘localized normal modes’’
present in the liquid, the degree of approximation being due
to the interaction of the selected clusters with their neigh-
bors.
In order to demostrate and analyze the effect of this in-
teraction we have calculated and diagonalized the 30330
FIG. 10. Projection on the a priori modes of water pentamers. Solid line:
asymmetric stretching; short-dashed line: symmetric stretching; dashed line:
torsion, dotted–dashed line: bending.Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toHessian matrices obtained by considering only the interac-
tions between the five pentamer molecules and projected the
resulting ‘‘isolated pentamer instantaneous modes’’ into the a
priori modes.
We show the results in Fig. 11, where three frequency
ranges can easily be identified. In the low frequency range
(v,15 rad/ps) the dynamics is dominated by the bending
and torsion modes. In the range 15,v,35 rad/ps the major
contribution comes from the projection on the symmetric
stretching mode ~which has a peak around 25 rad/ps!, while
at high frequency the larger contribution comes from the
asymmetric stretching mode, with a peak around 45 rad/ps.
A comparison between the results reported in Figs. 10
and 11 clearly shows the effect of the interaction with the
surrounding molecules on the internal dynamics of water
pentamers, i.e., a strong mixing of the bending and torsion
modes with the other two beyond 20 rad/ps, in particular
with the symmetric stretching mode which completely over-
laps with the torsion mode when the full interaction is taken
into account.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the analysis of the cor-
related motions of clusters of hydrogen bonded molecules in
liquid hydrogen fluoride, methanol, and water, by performing
suitable projections of the Instantaneous Normal Modes on a
priori cluster modes derived, for each liquid, on the basis of
symmetry considerations of the local hydrogen bond struc-
ture.
In the case of HF, the presence of the hydrogen bonded
structure is found to be responsible for the high frequency
motions, as already discussed in a previous work.15 The pro-
jections on the symmetric and asymmetric stretch modes
play an almost equal role.
In the case of methanol we have demonstrated that the
hydrogen bond interaction between nearest neighbor mol-
ecules induces motions at two different frequencies, though
the topology of the hydrogen bond network is linear as in
FIG. 11. Projection on the a priori modes of isolated water pentamers. Solid
line: asymmetric stretching; short-dashed line: symmetric stretching; dashed
line: torsion; dotted–dashed line: bending. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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determined by the stretching of the hydrogen bonds, the
symmetric and asymmetric part contributing with the same
intensity. The very high frequency motions (v.50 rad/ps)
are determined almost entirely by the asymmetric stretching
motion of three hydrogen bonded molecules.
The presence of two characteristic stretching frequencies
in methanol and one in hydrogen fluoride can be ascribed to
the different shape of the molecules; the HF molecule is
linear and the hydrogen bond is almost in the direction of the
molecular axis, whereas the methanol molecule is planar. As
a consequence the local motions are possibly influenced by
the presence of the methyl group.
In the case of water we have analyzed the relation be-
tween the hydrogen bond structure and short-time dynamics
from two complementary points of view. Each water mol-
ecule is surrounded, on the average, by four molecules, so
that the local symmetry of the hydrogen bond network is
tetrahedral. Triplets can be easily identified, since each water
molecule accepts two bonds from a pair ~thus forming an
accepted triplet! and donates two bonds to another pair ~thus
forming a donated triplet!.
In both cases we have shown to which extent the differ-
ent a priori motions are dominant at different frequencies.
The bending motions are mostly present at low frequencies
(v,25 rad/ps, with a peak at 13 rad/ps!, whereas the
stretching motions give the predominant contribution in the
frequency range 35–45 rad/ps, very near to the experimen-
tally observed OflO stretching mode.
We have also taken into account the projection of the
Instantaneous Normal Modes on the structures representing
the full tetrahedral symmetry of the hydrogen bond network,
namely the pentamers. In this case we have noticed the pres-
ence of a strong mixing between the a priori modes. The low
frequency motions are mostly projected on those modes
which do not involve the stretching of the hydrogen bonds
~i.e., torsion and bending!. In the high frequency range (v
.20 rad/ps) there is indeed a maximum of the projection
onto the symmetric and asymmetric pentamer stretching
modes, but the bending and torsion modes have also a
non negligible contribution.
In order to identify the origin of this mixing we have
performed the same analysis on the INM obtained by con-
sidering isolated clusters.
One can identify the frequency ranges where each of the
a priori motions are most important, as one might expect.
The low frequency motions are mostly related to the bending
and torsion modes ~which do not involve H-bond stretching!,
whereas the high frequency ones are related to the symmetric
and asymmetric stretching motions, the former being pre-
dominant at intermediate frequencies ~cf. Fig. 11!.
The presence of the strong mixing could explain the rea-
son why the pentamer modes are hardly resolved experimen-
tally, and the observed high frequency vibrational excitations
have been assigned to three molecule correlated motions.32,33Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toIn the case of triplet motions the mixing between the a
priori modes, though present, is not strong enough to avoid a
precise classification of the predominant contributions at
various frequencies.
This ‘‘mixing’’ is also observed in the case of hydrogen
fluoride and methanol; taking Fig. 4 as a reference, we notice
that the projection on the bending motions, though mostly
localized in the low frequency region, has indeed a tail ex-
tending up to the highest INM frequency and that the projec-
tion on the symmetric stretching exhibits a clear bump at low
frequency. Anyway the degree of mixing is not so high to
effect the conclusions we have presented for these liquids.
In conclusion, the projection of the INM modes onto the
a priori modes has proved to be a fruitful approach for the
investigation of the kind of molecular motions involved at
various frequencies, and mostly relies on the ability of the
INM approach to relate dynamical and structural properties.
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